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The launch of new models is always a challenge.
It is a challenge in developing the production process, evolving the
engineering and pushing the customization to even higher levels. It is a
challenge in introducing them to different markets around the world, with
a one to one relationship and in matching each personality with the
timeless style and strong identity of the brand.

MCY 70, the first of a new generation of MCY Collection yachts
The new MCY 70 perfectly embodies Monte Carlo Yachts’ values, and the Nuvolari
Lenard design emphasizes the yacht’s role as a home-away-from-home.
Let’s take a tour on board together.
Particular attention has been given to wider interior volumes and enlarged exterior
entertainment areas where shaped bulwarks enhance the quality of light and space

across the main deck and new portholes and windows create an even more
immersive relationship with the ocean and the outdoors.

The interior decoration on the new MCY 70 is unique and elegant, relying
on geometric patterns and linear structures to bring together a living
experience that is both warm and contemporary.

The use of reflective materials and lacquered woods emphasizes brightness
throughout the interiors, further enriched by glass and black marble countertops
highlighted by the stainless steel details.

Other defining traits of the new yacht include a carbon fiber T-Top inspired by MCY
largest models featuring lateral supports for a 360° view of the seascape, and an
extended Flybridge with a fully customizable lounge area and tables served by an
open air galley for a private and elegant al fresco dining experience on board.

Shooting the New MCY 70
A skilled team and kind winter weather allowed us to make it real. Below, some of the
views of the photo and video shooting of the brand new MCY 70. Get inspired!

Monte Carlo Yachts in the spotlight at Miami Yacht Show
A very special edition of the Miami Yacht Show has closed its doors.
Held for the first time in Downtown Miami, it offered the perfect framework for the
MCY Collection on display.

It was a great time spent together with dealers and friends, accompanying them to
discover the uniqueness of MCY’s proposal.
Wideness and comfort of external and internal spaces were particularly appreciated,
and showed how MCY perfectly fits the local market’s needs.
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